All You Need to Know About OKRs
The past few years have seen a heightened interest around OKRs. This
highly effective framework is enticing company CXOs globally, to not
only align their teams vertically to business outcomes, but also
bi-directionally to increase collaboration and transparency.

How it all started:
The concept of OKRs originated in Intel attributed to Andy Grove in
the 1970s, was popularized by John Doerr, Chairman at Kleiner
Perkins who took it to Google way back in 1999 when they were
about 8 employees, working out of a garage. Two decades later, with
more than 70000+ Googlers globally, OKRs are still used to drive a
highly aligned organization!
In the words of LarryPage, CEO of Alphabet and Co- Founder of
Google, “OKRs have helped lead us to 10X growth, many times over.”

So, what are OKRs?
While many define OKRs as a strategy execution framework, which it
certainly is, a better reflection of OKRs is in the definition by Paul Niven
and Kevin Baum, global leaders in Strategy Execution and OKRs,
Directors of OKRs Training.
“OKRs is a critical thinking framework and ongoing discipline that seeks
to ensure employees work together, focusing their efforts on what is
most important in order to make measurable contributions that will drive
the company forward.”
So, it’s not surprising that companies are stepping forward to use OKRs,
to supercharge growth, drive change, innovate or excel in a manner that
every employee in the company knows how they contribute. More than
80% of Silicon Valley startups have adopted OKRs and experienced a
meteoric rise in their growth, by just being thoughtful about the metrics
they measure.
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Although, so much is written about OKRs everywhere, not to mention,
success stories of Google, LinkedIn, Twitter, many companies still don’t
seem to get it right. This could be attributed to their lack of
understanding of OKRs or could also be the inertia of stepping out of
their comfort zones around traditional performance practices.

Thinking OKRs? Let’s learn some Fundamentals
OKRs is an acronym for:

Objectives tell you “What do I need to achieve?”
Key Results focus on the “How do we measure success?”
Tasks/Initiatives which is “What do I need to do to get there”

Objectives are “The big Why/ Idea”, in short it is the propeller for your
company to shift out of the existence mode to the competitive mode.
Interestingly, objectives are emotive and an offshoot from your mission
statement. So let’s see what sets apart good objectives?
1. Qualitative and inspirational
Objective statements have words, not numbers. They need to be
qualitative, and inspire your teams to a higher level of performance.
2. Attainable in a Quarter
Objectives should be such that they are attainable in a quarter. Your team
should also be able to control it’s achievement. Most times, teams mix
objectives with long term strategy statements. They are best when
articulated as smaller achievable goals, for teams to work towards.
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3. Must have a Business Value
We cannot tell you how important
this is!
While cherry picking an objective
ask yourself ‘By selecting this
objective, will this help move my
business forward?’

4. None get left out!
The litmus test of a great OKR is that none get left out.
Objectives should be such that every team in the company has the ability
to connect and align.
Remember, OKRs are not a hand it down from one level to the next.
They work best when teams ‘bottom up’ align and connect to
company OKRs.

Lets take the example of a company that connects Interns to Corporates.
One of their strategic themes is to grow revenues and their new offering
is around virtual internship on-boarding. The big objective in the quarter
could be:
Implement Intern onboarding strategy to drive revenues
Simple, clear and calls out business value.
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Key Results are where quantification steps in. Everything inspiring and
aspirational in the objectives needs to be quantifiable and that’s what
you do with Key Results. Ask yourself some critical questions
• How do we measure success?
• What milestones define that we are moving in the
right direction?
• How would this add up in numbers?
Key Results need to have measurable outcomes.
Let’s take the same example of the company that connects interns to
corporates. Here’s how the KRs would look.

Click here for more examples of high quality OKRs.
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While choosing KRs, select a mix of lead and lag indicators.
For instance, DropBox used a lead indicator of measuring feature usage
instead of sign ups. The more lead indicators you select, the more you
can control your business outcomes, early on.

Enter…. Tasks!!!
Tasks are your To-Do lists. They are
activities that would help you achieve your
outcomes. Mixing tasks with KRs are what
we call the ‘toxic concoction’ of OKRs.

Are all means to the end.
The completion of tasks necessarily does not guarantee
outcomes. Teams get inspired if they work on adaptive tasks lists
that would contribute to outcomes. Amen!

Aligning Company and Team OKRs
Getting OKR alignment right is probably one of the most important steps
in moving the business forward. Setting OKRs without connection or
alignment can be the biggest blooper in an OKR implementation.
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How do I connect & align OKRs?
Lets take the same example of the organization connecting Interns to
corporates. The Marketing team looks for alignment with the KR 1 on
increasing Intern sign ups.
The Marketing OKRs would then be:
Objective: Launch our inbound strategy to increase intern sign ups

A simple connect and align by Marketing, clearly calls out the connect to
a company KR.

Ok, then what about bi-directional alignment?
Bi-directional alignment is imperative for a
successful OKR implementation. Align around
Outcomes not structures! While setting Team OKRs,
consider who it is you rely on most for coordination
and assistance within the organization to achieve
your OKRs and, conversely, who relies upon and
coordinates most with your team.
• Which other team should contribute to this KR?
• Have they taken an adjacent KR?
• What would be the dependency on the KR
achievement? Eg: Product Launch & Marketing KRs
are cross aligned/Sales (new business) and MQL
generation are cross aligned KRs.
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Just Setting OKRs doesn’t help, you need a good CFR Plan too!
CFRs stand for Conversations, Feedback and Recognition.
The importance of timely and constructive feedback needs no
introduction. It’s an art and a science to give and receive. This requires
efforts from both team members and managers to have feedback
conversations which help stay the course while achieving OKRs!
By having feedback conversations focused on OKR achievement, teams
move away from generic conversations and focus on specific and
actionable ones.
The frequency of CFRs can be set during progress check-ins and most
essential at the end of the OKR cycle. Team members who self initiate
conversations and action feedback are more likely to smell success.

Check out these ideas to structure your Check-In meetings
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Ok, this was extensive, but what
can go wrong with such a great
framework?

Well, OKRs are not trap proof. You stumble on the core principles and you
have done damage to your system way more than the benefits you want
to reap using OKRs. And how?

#1 Lack of Leadership Commitment and Sponsorship
OKRs work best when sponsored by the company CEO or Founder or
Committed by senior leadership. Company OKRs stem from the
Company Mission, Vision and Value Proposition. If leaders are not
aligned to OKRs, there is no possibility that employees know the larger
picture.

#2 Fill it and forget it
After all the hard work and crafting them right, beware of the most
common trap of Fill and Forget. OKR Check ins do not mean ‘yet another
meeting’. Check In meetings are part of the weekly sync ups and best
driven by teams who update outcome progress. Check out our blog on
conducting effective check in meetings.

#3 Using PPTs and Spreadsheets to manage OKRs
This definitely works if you are about 20 people. The operational
nightmare associated with reconciliation of spreadsheets are definitely
not the best way to spend time.
OKR platforms help in easing progress updates and the dashboards
intelligently show cross-functional alignment giving you the bird’s eye
view on real progress. Here’s why you should move away from spreadsheets soon.
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#4 You mix BAUs with OKRs
OKRs should not be about every task at hand. The tasks could be the
many steps in achieving the OKRs but not the OKRs themselves. Let the
teams come up with the methods of achieving the impact. Many times,
companies mistake day to day activities with a delta improvement as key
results and that’s where the issue lies. OKRs are about creating
aspirational goals and not about slightly stretching in your comfort zone!

#5 Stretch Goals are not Stretching You Enough
What’s the fun in achieving the
100% committed OKRs Q-o-Q,
Y-o-Y and celebrating it. The
very crux of OKRs is that they
help companies achieve 10X
growth at a scalable and
sustainable rate. And this is
done through setting stretch
goals which are stretch but not
unachievable.
Example 1: Look at user interviews and see what your customers really
really want. Can you pick one or two top customer issues and set goals
to completely solve that issue in a set time frame? Would that stretch
your team enough and help you achieve the top spot in your customer’s
mind?
Example 2: “Increase customer acquisition by 10%”, seems fuzzy. Make
it specific with something like “Increase free trial sign ups from 300 to
1000”- easily understood by all, increases clarity and precision to the
result that needs to be achieved.

#6 Your key results are fuzzy
That’s right! The term key results implies that they need to be measured,
but are you measuring it correctly? What are the indices and benchmarks
you use to define the metrics around the key results? Many companies
carry forward their aspirational OKRs quarter to quarter and finally decide
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to drop it if they feel it is not achievable. Here’s how you can avoid that:
• Check if the right resources were in place to achieve the OKR.
• Fact check if you underestimated an aspirational OKR?
• Involve the team in choosing this aspirational OKR, time to see what
their side of the story is.

Have more questions on
OKR implementation?
Here’s our FAQs
answered to get you
quickly up to speed!

Did you enjoy this guide?
Write to richa@fitbots.com or fred@fitbots.com for more questions on
making OKR implementation happen.
Did you know you can take a free 30 min consultation on OKRs with
fitbots? Click here to get started with your free trial.
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